This paper describes a system for interannotator agreement analysis of ERE annotation, focusing on entity mentions and how the higher-order annotations such as EVENTS are dependent on those entity mentions. The goal of this approach is to provide both (1) quantitative scores for the various levels of annotation, and (2) information about the types of annotation inconsistencies that might exist. While primarily designed for inter-annotator agreement, it can also be considered a system for evaluation of ERE annotation.
Introduction
In this paper we describe a system for analyzing dually human-annotated files of Entities, Relations, and Events (ERE) annotation for consistency between the two files. This is an important aspect of training new annotators, to evaluate the consistency of their annotation with a "gold" file, or to evaluate the agreement between two annotators. We refer to both cases here as the task of "inter-annotator agreement" (IAA).
The light ERE annotation task was defined as part of the DARPA DEFT program (LDC, 2014a; LDC, 2014b; LDC, 2014c) as a simpler version of tasks like ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) to allow quick annotation of a simplified ontology of entities, relations, and events, along with identity coreference. The ENTITIES consist of coreferenced entity mentions, which refer to a span of text in the source file. The entity mentions are also used as part of the annotation of RELATIONS and EVENTS, as a stand in for the whole ENTITY.
The ACE program had a scoring metric described in (Doddington et al., 2004) . However, our emphasis for IAA evaluation is somewhat different than that of scoring annotation files for accuracy with regard to a gold standard. The IAA system aims to produce output to help an annotation manager understand the sorts of errors occurring, and the general range of possible problems. Nevertheless, the approach to IAA evaluation described here can be used for scoring as well. This approach is inspired by the IAA work for treebanks in Kulick et al. (2013) .
Because the entity mentions in ERE are the fundamental units used for the ENTITY, EVENT and RELATION annotations, they are also the fundamental units upon which the IAA evaluation is based. The description of the system therefore begins with a focus on the evaluation of the consistency of the entity mention annotations. We derive a mapping between the entity mentions between the two files (henceforth called File A and File B). We then move on to ENTITIES, RELATIONS, and EVENTS, pointing out the differences between them for purposes of evaluation, but also their similarities. 1 This is a first towards a more accurate use of the full ENTITIES in the comparison and scoring of ENTITIES and EVENTS annotations. Work to expand in this direction is in progress. When a more complete system is in place it will be more appropriate to report corpus-based results.
Entity Mentions
There are two main aspects to the system's handling of entity mentions. First we describe the mapping of entity mentions between the two annotators. As in Doddington et al. (2004) , the possibility of overlapping mentions can make this a complex problem. Second, we describe how our system's output categorizes possible errors. 
Mapping
As mentioned in the introduction, our system derives a mapping between the entity mentions in Files A and B, as the basis for all further evaluation of the ERE annotations. Entity mentions in Files A and B which have exactly the same location (offset and length) are trivially mapped to each other. We refer to these as "exact" matches. The remaining cases fall into two categories. One is the case of when an entity mention in one file overlaps with one and only one entity mention in the other file. We refer to these as the "unambiguous" overlapping matches. It is also possible for an entity mention in one file to overlap with more than one entity mention in the other file. We refer to these as the "ambiguous" overlapping matches, and these patterns can get quite complex if multiple ambiguous overlapping matches are involved.
Disambiguation by separate unambiguous mapping
Here an ambiguous overlapping is disambiguated by the presence of an unambiguous mapping, and the choice for mapping the ambiguous case is decided by the desire to maximize the number of mapped entity mentions. We approach the mapping from the perspective of File A. If we assign the mapping for m-463 to be m-398, it will leave m-502 without a match, since m-398 will already be used in the mapping. Therefore, we assign m-502 and m-398 to map to 
Disambiguation by maximum overlap
The other case is shown in Figure 2 . Here there are two mentions in File A, m-892 (TALIBAN MILI-TIA) and m-905 (TALIBAN), both overlapping with one mention in File B, m-788 (THE NOW-OUSTED TALIBAN MILITIA), so it is not possible to have a matching of all the mentions. We choose the mapping with greatest overlap, in terms of characters, and so m-892 and m-788 are taken to match, while m-905 is left without a match. For such cases of disambiguation by maximum overlap, it may be possible that a different matching, the one with less overlap, might be a better fit for one of the higher levels of annotation. This issue will be resolved in the future by using ENTI-TIES rather than ENTITY MENTIONS as the units to compare for the RELATION and EVENT levels.
Categorization of annotation inconsistencies
Our system produces an entity mention report that lists the number of exact matches, the number of overlap matches, and for Files A and B how many entity mentions each had that did not have a corresponding match in the other annotator's file. Entity mentions can overlap in different ways, some of which are more "serious" than other. We categorize each overlapping entity mention based on the nature of the edge differences in the nonexact match, such as the presence or absence of a determiner or punctuation, or other material.
In addition, both exact and overlap mentions can match based on location, but be different as far as the entity mention level (NAMed, NOMinal, and PROnominal). The software also outputs all such mismatches for each match. 
Entities
An ENTITY is a group of coreferenced entity mentions. We use the entity mention mapping discussed in Section 2 to categorize matches between the ENTITIES as follows: Complete match: This means that for some EN-TITY x in File A and ENTITY y in File B, there is a 1-1 correspondence between the mentions of these two ENTITIES. For purposes of this categorization, we do not distinguish between exact and overlap mapping but include both as corresponding mention instances, because this distinction was already reported as part of the mention mapping. Similar to the mentions, ENTITIES as a whole can match as complete or incomplete, but still differ on the entity type (ORGanization, PERson, etc.). We output such type mismatches as separate information for the ENTITY matching.
Relations
A RELATION is defined as having: 1) Two RELATION arguments, each of which is an ENTITY.
2) An optional "trigger", a span of text. 3) A type and subtype. (e.g., "Physical.Located") For this preliminary stage of the system, we match RELATIONS in a similar way as we do the ENTITIES, by matching the corresponding entity mentions, as stand-ins for the ENTITY arguments for the RELATION. We use the previouslyestablished mapping of mentions as basis of the RELATION mapping. 2 We report four types of RELATION matching: 3 1) exact match -This is the same as the complete match for ENTITIES, except in addition checking for a trigger match and type/subtype. 2) types different -a match for the arguments, although the type or subtypes of the RELATIONS do not match. (The triggers may or may not be different for this case.) 3) triggers different -a match for the arguments and type/subtype, although with different triggers. 4) no match -the arguments for a RELATION in one file do not map to arguments for any one single RELATION in the other file.
Events
The structure of an EVENT is similar to that of a RELATION. Its components are: 1) One or more EVENT arguments. Each EVENT argument is an ENTITY or a date.
2) An obligatory trigger argument. 3) A type and subtype (e.g., "Life.MARRY")
In contrast to RELATIONS, the trigger argument is obligatory. There must be at least one ENTITY argument (or a date argument) in order for the EVENT to qualify for annotation, although it does not need to be exactly two, as with RELATIONS. The mapping between EVENTS works essentially as for ENTITIES and RELATIONS, once again based on the already-established mapping of the entity mentions. 4 There are two slight twists, however. It is possible for the only EVENT argument to be a date, which is not an entity mention, and so we must also establish a mapping for EVENT date arguments, as we did for the entity mentions. Because the trigger is obligatory, we treat it with the same level of importance as the arguments, and establish a mapping between EVENT triggers as well. We report three types of EVENT matching: 5 1) exact match -all arguments match, as does the trigger, as well as the type/subtype. 2) types different -a match for the arguments and trigger, although the type or subtypes of the EVENTS do not match. 3) no match -either the arguments for a EVENT in 
Future work
We did these comparisons based on the lowest entity mention level in order to develop a preliminary system. However, the arguments for EVENTS and RELATIONS are ENTITIES, not entity mentions, and the system be adjusted to do the correct comparison. Work to adjust the system in this direction is in progress. When the full system is in place in this way, we will report results as well. In future work we will be developing a quantitative scoring metric based on the work described here.
